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Frequency domain curve fitting with maximum amplitude criterion
and guaranteed stability
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nort

The problem is considered of filling a stable rational transfer function to
complex frequency response data minimizing a weighted maximum amplitude
criterion. A solution for this problem is provided in both discrete and
continuous time and for both SISO and MIMO systems by parametrizing the
transfer function and solving a smooth nonlinear constrained optimization
problem. The denominator is parametrized as a product of first and secondorder polynomials. By adding linear constraints on the denominator parameters
to the nonlinear programming problem the poles of the curve fit model are
restricted to the stability region in the complex plane. To provide an initial
estimate for the nonlinear optimization problem an iterative procedure is
proposed where, in each step, a linear programming problem has to be solved.

1.

Introduction
The problem is considered of fitting a discrete or continuous time stable
rational transfer function of a specified order to a set of complex frequency
response data. In the literature, reasonable attention has been paid to curve fit
problems, however, without restricting the model set to the set of stable models.
Levy (1959) introduced a curve fit problem with a sum of squares (/2) criterion
function and provided a solution for it. Sanathanan and Koerner (1963)
proposed an iterative adjustment of the weighting in order to improve on the
estimate. The asymptotic behaviour of this and other iterative linear schemes
has been investigated by Whitfield (1987). Payne (1970) already noticed that if
high order models are used in the curve fit procedure, the resulting estimate
tends to be unstable.
Alternative criteria (other than [2) were used by Spanos (1991) and Sidman
et al. (1991). In the first paper, an iteration of weighted least squares problems
is used to solve an unweighted least maximum amplitude (/00) optimization
problem. In the latter paper the 12-criterion is adjusted such that it is well suited
for logarithmically spaced frequency response data.
In the present paper a weighted loo-criterion is considered. An advantage of
an loo-criterion, compared with an Iz-criterion, is that in the loo-case each
frequency is basically equally important. The frequency distribution (linearly or
logarithmically, etc) does not influence the resulting estimate as much as it does
in the [z-case. Moreover, the weighting allows for an easy and effective shaping
of the model error. A final motivation for a maximum amplitude criterion is
that, in many applications, for example robust control design, it is desirable that
the maximum (weighted) distance between system and model is minimal, in
order to have maximum robustness.
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The I",-optimization problem is solved by transforming it into a smooth
nonlinear constrained optimization problem, which is a different approach from
the one followed by Spanos (1991). The transfer function is guaranteed to be
stable by parametrizing the denominator as a product of first and second-order
polynomials and adding linear constraints on the denominator parameters to the
optimization problem. In fact, in the discrete time case a bound can be specified
for the amplitude of the transfer function poles. In the continuous time case, a
bound can be specified for the real part of the poles. The nonlinear programming problem can be tackled using standard software, but requires the specification of a good initial estimate. A procedure is presented to arrive at such an
initial estimate. It involves a Sanathanan-Koerner iteration in I",-setting where,
in each step, one linear programming problem has to be solved.
Extensions of the curve fit procedure to the MIMO case are presented.
Frequency domain identification of MIMO systems has also been considered by,
for example, Lin and Wu (1982) and Bayard (1992). In the first paper it has
been proposed first to identify a set of SISO transfer functions from each input
to each output separately, and then to compose the complete MIMO system by
means of a minimal realization method. In the latter paper, a scalar denominator polynomial is used for the MIMO system. In the present paper, a different
approach is taken by a parametrization with left and right diagonal denominator
matrices.
A completely different approach for frequency domain identification is taken
in the field of identification of H"" see Helmick et al. (1991) for the original
problem formulation, and also for example Gu and Khargonekar (1992) and
Helmicki et al. (1992). There, the primary interest is in finding a stable transfer
function with some worst-case optimality properties using frequency response
data. For that purpose standard curve fit procedures do not apply as they do not
guarantee stability of the resulting estimate. However, the algorithms for
identification in H", generally do not restrict the model order, extremely high
order nominal models may result. Therefore, most of these algorithms include a
model reduction step, see Makila and Partington (1991). The present curve fit
procedure seems to be an attractive alternative as stability is guaranteed and the
model order is user-defined. Note that the maximum amplitude criterion is
closely related to the H ",-norm.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In § 2 the curve fit problem is
formulated and a solution is derived in the form of a nonlinear programming
problem. In § 3 a procedure is derived to provide an initial estimate for the
nonlinear programming problem. Section 4 discusses some practical implernentational aspects of the linear and nonlinear programming problems involved.
Section 5 extends the entire procedure to the MIMO case. Section 6 contains a
simulation example which shows the applicability of the curve fit procedure.
Finally, in § 7 conclusions are drawn.
The present paper is an extended version of Hakvoort (1993).

2.

The curve fit procedure
, I, and a
Consider complex-valued frequency response data G(Wj), j = 1,
, I. The
positive real-valued frequency dependent weight ":(Wj) , j = 1,
objective is to find a stable rational transfer function G( s) in a certain model set
oM that optimally describes the frequency response data in a weighted I",-sense
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(1)

Following the notation in Bayard (1992) the complex variable ~ is used to
present the continuous and discrete time case in a unified way. Hence, ~ can be
thought of as the Laplace operator s or the z-transform operator z: and ~(w)
represents the evaluation of the complex variable ~ as a function of frequency,
hence ~(w) = iw, ~(w) = e iw respectively.
At is chosen to be the model set consisting of all rational transfer functions
with the numerator and denominator of specified degrees and the roots of the
denominator in some a priori specified (stability) region 9Jt in the complex plane.
d-l

n
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At:

8'm =

nm,

d(~)

nm

2>k~k,

=

dm

= ~d +

k=O

L dk~k,

~d.k

E

9Jt,

k=O

k

= 1,

... , d

(2)

where ~d.b k = 1, ... , d, are the roots of the polynomial d(~), i.e. all solutions
to the equation d(~) = O. In the discrete time case the region 9Jt is defined by
9Jt = '!fl' p with

9Jt p = gd.k subject to I~d.kl

'" p,

1, ..., d}

k =

which corresponds to an upper bound p on the amplitude of the poles of the
transfer function. In the continuous time case this region is defined by 9Jt = 9Jt r
with

9Jt r

=

gd.k subject to Re(~d.k) '" r, k

= 1,

... , d}

which corresponds to an upper bound r on the real part of the poles of the
transfer function. Here, p and r are user-defined constants. The choice p = 1
corresponds to stability in the discrete time case. The choice r = 0 corresponds
to stability in the continuous time case.
In order to cope with the region 9Jt for the roots of the denominator
polynomial in a computationally attractive way, an alternative parametrization is
introduced for the denominator by representing the polynomial as a product of
first and second order polynomials
d/2

IT (~2 + ak~ + bk ) ,

d even

k=l

(3)

(d-I)/2

(~

+ c)

IT

(~2

+ ak~ + bd,

dodd

k=l

where the parameters ai ; b k and c are real-valued. Then the following Lemma
gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the location of the roots of d(~) by
means of simple linear constraints on the parameters.
Lemma 2.1: Let ~d.b k = 1, ... , d, be the roots of d(~), i.e. all solutions
d(~) = 0, then for any p » 0, r E IR

(i)

I:
I'" p Vk
I;'d.k,

¢>

b k '" ~,
aip '" ~ + bk>
-akP '" ~ + bi;
-P'" c '" P,

j

Vk
Vk
Vk
if d is odd
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Vk
Vk

(ii)
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if d is odd

Proof:
(i) First notice that S+ c = 0 has a solution lsi"" p if and only if lei "" p.
Next, consider a second-order term S2 + as + b. This polynomial has all its
roots in a disc with radius p if and only if the polynomial (Zp)2 + a(zp) + b has
all its roots in the unit disc. From the Schur-Cohn test, see Jacobs (1974,
Chapter 3) it follows that this is the case if and only if b 2 "" p4 and
(pa)2 "" (; + b)2 or equivalently b ",,;, -b ",,;, pa ""; + band -pa ""
; + b , which yields the desired result by noting that the inequality -b ""; is
superfluous.
(ii) First notice that S + c = 0 has a solution Re (s) "" r if and only if
Re(c)=c;;.-r. Next consider a second order term s2+ a s+b. This polynomial has roots with real parts less than or equal to r if and only if the
polynomial (s + r)2 + a(s + r) + b has roots with non-negative real parts. From
the Routh-Hurwitz test, see Jacobs (1974, Chapter 3) it follows that this is the
case if and only if 2r + a ;;. 0 and r 2 + ar + b ;;. O.
D
Note that the first part of the Lemma has a straightforward application in
restricting the roots of the denominator to the region '7A p by means of simple
linear parameter constraints. The second part of the Lemma can obviously be
applied in restricting the roots of the denominator to the region '7A r by means of
simple linear parameter constraints. The conditions given in Lemma 2.1 are
necessary and sufficient conditions, which implies that any polynomial des) with
roots in the specified regions in the complex plane can be parametrized in such a
way that the parameter constrains of Lemma 2.1 are satisfied.
After this close look at the model parametrization the actual curve fit
problem is considered. The objective (1) can be written as
min max I(G(wj) - G'(s(Wj)))W(wj)1

t'e~' j=I. .... 1

=
=

min h « subject to I(G(wj) - G'(Wj)))W(wj)1 "" h oo ,

j

h.. t'e.U

min
h ..nW,dl;)

h~ subject to I(G(Wj) -

n(S(Wj)))W(Wj)12 ,,;;
d(;(wj))

= 1, ... , I

h~

(4)

j = 1, ... , I, SO E '2f/.
=

min' h~, subject to W 2(Wj)!G(wj)d(s(wj)) - n(s(wj)W ,,;; h~ld(s(wj)W

h ..nl;).d(l;)

j

=

1, . , ., I, Sd,k

E

'2f/.

which is a nonlinear constrained optimization problem. Hence the solution of
the curve fit problem (1) is given by the solution of the nonlinear constrained
optimization problem (4). In this nonlinear programming problem the numerator
n(s) is parametrized as given in (2) and the denominator des) is parametrized as
given in (3). The roots of the denominator polynomial are restricted to the
region '7A by means of additional linear constraints, see Lemma 2.1. The
nonlinear optimization problem (4) can be tackled by applying standard software
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for nonlinear constrained optimization. In § 4 some aspects of the practical
implementation will be discussed. At this moment it is only noted that (4) is a
smooth nonlinear problem, as the partial derivatives of the constraints and the
objective function to the parameters are continuous functions.
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3.

The initial estimate
The nonlinear constrained optimization problem (4), which provides the
solution for the curve fit problem (1), can generally only be solved satisfactorily
if a good initial estimate is available. Such an initial estimate should satisfy two
properties. First, it should be a feasible solution for the nonlinear optimization
problem, which in fact means that its denominator roots should be in the region
'!it Second it should be close to the optimal solution in the sense that a low,
although not necessarily minimal, criterion value is achieved. To arrive at such
an initial estimate a three-step procedure is proposed here. In the first step an
iteration is performed in order to obtain a curve fit model which is expected to
yield a low criterion value. However, the poles of the model are not restricted
to the region C!Jl.. In the second step then, the poles are mirrored into the region
C!Jl., which ensures feasibility of the model. But this may happen at the price of
an increase in criterion value. Therefore, in the third and final step a new
optimization is performed with respect to the numerator, the denominator being
fixed. This will then yield an initial model which satisfies the constraints in the
nonlinear optimization problem (4) and also has a low criterion value h~.
The first step consists of an iterative procedure using linear programming
techniques. The following model structure is considered,
.M:

C'm

=

n

m,

d(~)

d-I

n

n(~)

=

2: nke,

dm

=

~d

+

k~O

2: dk~k
k=O

hence stability of the model is not required or, more specifically, the location of
the denominator roots is not restricted to the region C!Jl.. For some positive,
real-valued weight W(wi) the following optimization problem is considered
min

max I(G(wi)d(~(wi» - n(~(wi)))W(wi)1

(5)

n(S).d(S) )=1 ..... 1

or equivalently
min

h ..n(S).d(S)

hoo

subject to I(G(wi)d(~(wi» - n(~(wi»))W(wi)1 ,,;;;
j

= 1,

hoot

(6)

... , I

Before continuing, an auxiliary lemma is presented.
Lemma 3.1:

Consider the function fm'(x):
fm'(x)

with cm'.k' = e
of ., then

(i)

2n(k'/m')i,

=

max

k'=l.. ... m'

c . . . . IR, defined by
Re(cm , k'X)
,

k' = 1, 2, ... , m' ~ 3, where Re(·) denotes the real part
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(ii)

=

lim fm'(x)

ftl'_OO

J, Van den Hof
Ixl

Proof: For any x and any cm'.k' with ICm',k,1 = 1, Re (Cm',k'X) ,,;;; ICm',k,xl ,,;;;
/cm'.k'! Ixl = lxi, which proves the left-hand inequality of (i). Further, for any x
there exist an integer I' and

oE
= Ixl e(2rr(l'/m')+/)i,

such that x

Re (Cm'.k'X)

[-

.s.,
-.!!.-)
m' m'

yielding

= Re (e 2rr(k'/m')il x

l

e(2rr(l'/m')+/)i)

= Ixl Re (e(2rr(k'+I')/m'+/)i)
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+ [' + 0)
= Ixl cos ( 2rr k' m'
If k' = k" is chosen such that k"

Re(cm'.k'X)

=

+ I' =

Ixlcos(2rrn'

II

<=>X~

n'rn' for some integer n', this gives

+

0)

=

Ixlcos(o) "" Ixlcos(;,)

_R_e--,-(c--"m-,--,,' ,,-k'_X-,--)
cos(;,)

which proves the right-hand inequality of part (i). Finally, part (ii) immediately
follows from part (i) for m' --> 00.
0
Moreover, it is easy to show that the bounds in (i) are tight in the sense that
there exists an x such that the lower bound becomes equality, and there is an x
such that the upper bound becomes equality. The Lemma, in fact, says that the
amplitude of a complex number can be calculated approximately by checking a
number of different directions in the complex plane.
Using the Cm',k' defined in Lemma 3.1 the optimization problem (6) can be
approximated by the optimization problem
min

r

".,n(/J),d(,)

h ; subject to Re(cm'.dG(wi)d(~(wi)) - n(~(wi)))W(wi)) ,,;;; h ;
j

=

1, .. _, I, k'

= 1,

.. " m'

which is equivalent to the linear programming problem
min h ; subject to W(wi) Re (cm',k,G(wi)~d(wi))

h"""k.dk

(7)

j

=

1, .", I,

k'

=

1, ,." m'

The following theorem quantifies the accuracy of the approximation.
Theorem 3.2: Denote the optimal solution of (5) by h'«,
optimal solution of (7) by h':." n"(;), d"(~), then

n'(~), d'(~)

and the
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.
n"m
n'(;)
hm - - = - d"m
d'(;)

(ii)

m'~'"
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Proof: The second inequality in part (i) arises from the definition of n'(;),
d'(;). Next, it is noticed that the optimal solution to problem (7) has the
property

which yields the third inequality by applying Lemma 3.1. Finally, optimality of
n"(;), d"(;) implies that for some i'

fm·«G(wr)d'(;(wr» - n'(;(wr)))W(wr)) ;;,. h':"
which yields the first inequality of part (i) by again applying Lemma 3.1. For
m' -> 00 the right-hand side in (i) converges to the left-hand side, which proves
part (ii).
0
The optimization problem (7) can be solved exactly using standard linear
programming software. See Luenberger (1984) for an extensive treatment of the
linear programming problem and algorithms to solve it. According to Theorem
3.2 the solution to the optimization problem (7) is an arbitrarily good approximation to problem (5) for m' sufficiently large.
Now, to obtain a curve fit model with a low criterion value h~ for the
nonlinear problem (4) an iteration is proposed analogously to the Sanathanan-Koerner iteration for lz-curve fitting (Sanathanan and Koerner 1963). In
each iteration the weight W(Wj) is chosen such that

W(Wj)

=

W(wj)ldprev(;(wj»l-l, j

= 1, ... ,

I

where dprevC;) denotes the denominator that resulted in the previous iteration.
The idea is that the optimization problem (5) more and more resembles the
nonlinear problem (1). It is emphasized that, on the one hand, convergence of
the iterative procedure is not guaranteed and, on the other, if it converges the
ultimate outcome will generally not be equal to the optimal result of the
nonlinear problem (1). However, Sanathanan and Koerner (1963) reported good
results obtained with this iteration in an lz-setting and extensive simulations
show that the procedure also works adequately in the I ",-setting adopted here,
i.e. generally there is rapid convergence and a low value of the nonlinear
objective function is often achieved.
As mentioned above, the model resulting from the iteration described above
need not have its poles in the region 'Z1I., as no constraints of the kind in Lemma
2.1 are imposed on the denominator. Therefore, a second step is performed
which consists of mirroring the poles into the region 'Z1I.. In the discrete time
case, the proposed procedure is to replace a denominator root Sd.k = a, with
lal > p, by a root ;d.k = I/a if l/a "" p, or by a root Sd.k = pa/lal if l/a > p.

R. G. Hakvoort and P. M. J. Van den Ho[
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Analogously, in the continuous time case, the proposed procedure is to replace
a denominator root ;d,k = a, with Re(a) > r , by a root ;d,k = -Re(a) + Im(a)
if -Re(a)";;r, or by a root Sd,k=r+lm(a) if -Re(a»r, An important
feature of this procedure is that no new poles will be created which are closer to
the unit circle (or imaginary axis) than the poles before mirroring, Hence, no
ill-conditioning will occur when the model is evaluated over the unit circle
(imaginary axis) in the nonlinear curve fit procedure.
In the second step described above, the poles are put into the region ffi., but
the achieved low criterion value h~ may be lost. Therefore, a third step is
performed which consists of a final linear optimization. This optimization is
basically identical to the optimization (5) of the first step, but now with the
denominator des) fixed to the result of the second step. Only the numerator
11(;) is adjusted by minimizing the criterion (5) with
d(;(wj)

= dfixed(;(Wj» ,

W(Wj)

= W(Wj)ldfixed(S(wj»I-I,

j

= 1,

... , I

Note that in case a fixed denominator de;) is used, or equivalently the
denominator degree d is chosen to be zero, then the optimization problem (5) is
identical to the optimization problem (1), This, in turn, means that in this case,
the solution of the linear programming problem (7) is arbitrarily close to the
solution of the nonlinear programming problem (4), The consequence of this
third and final stey will generally be that a model is obtained which yields a low
criteriton value h'; in (4), whereas it is a feasible solution to the constraints in
the nonlinear programming problem. Therefore, it can be expected that the
resulting model is a suitable initial estimate for the nonlinear optimization
problem (4). Extensive simulations confirm this expectation.
4.

Implementation aspects
The curve fit problem (1) appears solvable by using linear and nonlinear
programming routines. In practice, things like numerical accuracy play an
important role, Therefore, some modifications to the programming problems (4)
and (7) may be necessary to get well-conditioned optimization problems.
From (4) it is apparent that in the continuous time case, S(Wj) = iWj' the
expressions on the left and right-hand side can be very large if ».> 1. This may
cause numerical problems, The problem is dealt with by introducing a scaling
factor. A proper scaling is achieved by multiplying all constraints corresponding
to Wj > 1 in the continuous time case with the factor f2( Wj) where
constrai IS
. given
.
by
f()
Wj = Wj-max(n 'd). H ence, one sueh constraint
f 2(Wj)W 2(Wj)!G(wj)d(s(wj)) - n(s(wj»1 2 ,,;; h~f2(Wj)ld(s(wj»12
Analogously the constraints in the linear programming problem (7) need to be
scaled, In the continuous time case for »,> 1 all terms appearing in these
constraints should be multiplied with the factor [(Wj) as given above. In the
discrete time case and in the continuous time case for frequencies smaller than
or equal to 1 no scaling is required.
A slight improvement of the nonlinear programming problem (4) is obtained
by replacing h~ by a new parameter h",.2' A consequence of this is that the
objective function becomes linear, which is, in general, preferable to a nonlinear
objective function,
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For the simulations in § 6 the sequential quadratic programming method
implemented in the FORTRAN NAG-library has been used, see Gill et al.
(1981) for details about this method, This method requires the first partial
derivatives of the nonlinear constraints, To compute these the fact can be used
that for any complex-valued function Y(Xl, , ", xn ) of the real variables Xl, " "
X n the first (partial) derivative of the squared magnitude is given by
2

OIY(Xl' "', x n )1
OXk

=

= y'~ +

oy'y
OXk

OXk

oy' Y
OXk

= y ,o.y + ( y '~)' = ZR e ( Y '( Xb"
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OXk

OXk

n

) )
" Xn )_o_y(_X_b_'_'.;, _x_
OXk

where y' is the complex conjugate of y and Re (y) is the real part of y, Then
the first partial derivatives of the constraints in (4) are straightforwardly
computed as
OW

2(Wj)IG(Wj)d(;(Wj»

- n(;(w)W - h~,2Id(;(w)W

---'-----"'--------=---------'------'--------'----'-Oh~,2

oW

2(wj)IG(wj)d(;(wj»

=-

1

d(;( Wj»

1

2

- n(;(wj»1 2 - hdd(;(wj»1 2
onk

= -ZW2(Wj)Re(G(Wj)d(;(Wj»
=

_ n(;(w),on(;(Wj)))
onk

-ZW 2(Wj) Re«G(wj)d(;(wj» - n(;(wj»)';k(Wj»

oW 2(wj)IG(w)d(;(wj» - n(;(wj»1 2 - h~.2Id(;(wj)W
oak

= ZRe (W 2(Wj)(G(Wj)d(;(wj» - n(;(wj)))'G(Wj) - h~.2d'(;(wj»)
(

= ZRe(W 2(Wj)(G(Wj)d(;(Wj»
-

h~.2d'(;(Wj)))

Od(~W'»)
}
oak

- n(;(wj»)'G(Wj)

2
d(;(wj»;(Wj)
)
; (Wj) + ak;(Wj) + b k

oW 2(wj)IG(wj)d(;(wj» - n(;(wj)W - h~,2Id(;(wj)W
ob k

= ZRe ( (W 2(Wj)(G(w)d(;(wj»

- n(;(wj)))'G(Wj) - h~.2d'(;(wj)))

= ZRe(W 2(Wj)(G(Wj)d(;(Wj» - n(;(wj)))'G(Wj)
-

h~,2d'(;(w))

2

; (Wj)

d(;(Wj»
ak;(Wj)

+

.)

+

bk

Od(~W0»)
J
Ob
k
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oW2(Wj)IG(Wj)d(~(Wj»- nWwj))/2 - hoo.2Id(~(wj))12

oc
= 2Re (W2(Wj)(G(wj)d(~(wj»- nWwj)))'G(Wj) - hoo.2d'(~(wj)))
(

= 2 Re (W2(Wj)(G(Wj)d(~(Wj»
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_

hoo.2d'(~(wj)))

-

Od(~W)))
OC }

n(~(wj)))'G(Wj)

d(;(wj» )
~(Wj) + c

If a scaling f(wj) is used the expressions should, of course, be changed
accordingly.
Finally it is noticed that the parametrization (3) is not unique as there is
freedom in the ordering of the second-order terms. It depends on the specific
nonlinear programming routine that is used whether this non-uniqueness in the
solution space will cause trouble. The routine applied for the simulations in § 6
has no difficulties with it. If a routine is used that has difficulties with the
non-uniqueness, uniqueness may be enforced by specifying additional constraints
which correspond to ordering the second-order terms uniquely. These constraints may, for example, be the following linear constraints,
al

>

a2

> ... >

ap'

p = d/2 or p = (d - 1)/2

yielding a unique parametrization which, however, excludes the possibility of
identical a-parameters in two second-order polynomials.

The multivariable case
In this section, extensions of the curve fit procedure to the multivariable case
are presented.

5.

5.1. The curve fit procedure
Consider complex-valued frequency response data G(Wj)' j = 1, ... , I,
where G(Wj) is an m x n matrix, and the real-valued m x n weighting matrix
JY(Wj), j = 1, ... , I. The objective is to find a stable rational transfer function
G(~) in a certain model set .M. that optimally describes the frequency response
data in a weighted loo-sense

em = arg c!J)iry f!1a,.t x l( Gi'.j' ( w)
E,J\t I

,J

- e;'.i'(~(Wj)))Wi,.j'(wj)1

(8)

For the model set .M. a parametrization is chosen which is highly flexible but
still easy to handle

ni'j'

Ni'j'm =

L ni'j'(k)~k

k~O
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dL,,-l

Dum

=

+

;dLi'

L

du(k);k, ;Dv.k E C!k

k~O

dRj'-1

DRj'm

= ;dRj' +

L

dRj'(k);k, ;DRj'.k E C!k

k=O

where ~Du..k and ~DRj'.k denote the roots of the polynomials DLi'(~) and DRj'(~)
respectively. Consequently, the transfer function from input j to output i is
given by
Downloaded By: [Technische Universiteit Delft] At: 08:09 3 July 2009

G;'j'm

The

generic

(McMillan)

=

order

Ni'j'm
DumDRj'm

of

the

transfer

function

G'(;)

is

2:r=Jd Li · + 2:j.=Jd R j" The flexibility of this parametrization lies in the freedom
of choosing values for the structure indices ni'j" d u, dRj" This is in contrast
with, for example, Bayard (1992) where a parametrization has been chosen with
a scalar denominator polynomial, i.e. DLm = diag (d(;),
de;»~,
DR (~) = I. The consequence of that choice is that the generic McMillan order
of the MIMO system is min(m, n)deg(d(;». With such a parametrization, in
general, nominal models are estimated which have a (much) higher order than
the underlying system. This becomes clear from a simple example.
ExampleS.1: Consider a multivariable system with two inputs and two outputs,
where each Gh'(z) is a first-order transfer function, different from the other
transfer functions (no common poles). Hence the order of the MIMO system is
4. If a parametrization with a scalar denominator polynomial is used to identify
the system, a denominator polynomial of degree 4 is required (in the case of
non-approximate identification). However, because of round-off errors and noise
the resulting identified nominal model will, in general, have order 2 x 4 = 8! If
the parametrization proposed above with diagonal left and right denominator
matrices is used, it is, for example, possible to choose d u = d u = d R 1 = d R2 =
1 or d u = d u = 2, d R1 = d R2 = 0 or d u = d u = 0, d R1 = d R2 = 2, each of
these cases leading to fourth-order nominal models being estimated.
0
Of course, there are examples in which the parametrization proposed here also
requires a higher order nominal to be estimated, but due to the higher flexibility
in the parametrization this redundancy is less than in the case of a scalar
denominator polynomial.
To determine appropriate values for d Li' and dRj" in practice, it is suggested
first to fit SISO transfer functions to each set of frequency response data
Gi'j'(w), j = 1, ... , I, using the techniques described in the previous sections.
Now poles that are very close to each other (according to the user's judgement)
can be assumed to be identical. Values for d u and dRj' can next be determined
by observing if the poles repeat in the same row (output) or column (input)
respectively. Next the MIMO curve fit problem can be solved using the
techniques described below. An example of this procedure is given in § 6.
By choosing the alternative parametrization for the denominator

R. G. Hakvoort and P. M. J. Van den Ho!
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dLi'/2

IT W + au(k); + bLi·(k»,

d u even

k=l
(d u·-l)/2

(; +

IT W + au(k)g + bu(k»,

CLi')

d u odd

k=l

dRj'/2

IT

(;2 + aRj'(k); + bRj'(k»,

dRj' even

k=!
(d Rj'-I)/2

(; +

IT

CRj')

(;2

+ aRj'(k); + bRj'(k»,
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k=l

the roots of the denominator polynomials can be restricted to the (stability)
region rift by means of linear constraints on the parameters aLi,(k), aRj'(k),
bLi,(k), bRj'(k), CLi' and cRj' as given in Lemma 2.1, analogously to the SISO
case.
Analogously to the derivation of (4) the objective (8) can be written as
min max[(Gj"(w) - Cj..(;(w»)Wi··(w)1

C'EAli'.j'.i

=

/

min
', •. N.DI..D R

/

/

/

/}

h~ subject to
(9)

W7'j'(wj)1 Gi,j'(Wj)D u(;( wj»DRj'(;( Wj» - Ni,j'(;( wj»1 2
.. h~IDu(;(Wj»DRj'(g(wi»12, i'
SDU"k E gj(,

i'

= 1,

= 1, ... , m, j' = 1, ... , n , j = 1, ... , I

... , m,

SDRj',k E

ffi, j'

=

1, ... , n

which again is a smooth nonlinear constrained optimization problem.

5.2. The initial estimate
To determine the initial estimate required for the nonlinear programming
problem, the three-step procedure of § 3 is proposed again. In the first step, a
different parametrization is used for the denominator
dLi,-l

DLi,(g)

=

;d L ,

2:

+

dRj'-l

dLi·(k)e, DRj'(g)

=

gdRj' +

k=O

2:

dRj'(k)gk

k=O

hence without restricting the roots of the denominator to the region rift. Consider
two subproblems, the first one given by
min. f!l'!x (Gj'j'(Wj) DLi·(g(wj»Fj'(Wj) - Nj'j'(;(Wj»)Wj'j'(wj)1

N(!;).D L( , )

,

.t .t

for some weight W(wi) and constant Fj,(wi)' j'
come back later. The second subproblem is
min

= 1,

... , n , to which will be

max I( Gj'.(w)DR·(;(w»F.(w) - N,,(;(w»)W,.(w)1

N(!;).DRmi'.j'.j

/

/

/

/'

/

'/

(10)

/

'/

/

(11)

for some weight W(Wj) and constant F;,(wi)' i' = 1, ... , m , to which will be
come back later as well. Consider the first subproblem. It is equivalent to the
constrained optimization problem
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min h ; subject to

h •. N .D L

i' = 1, .. ", m ,

j'

= 1, .. 0'

j

n,

=

1, ... , I

which can be split up into a set of m independent optimization problems
min
h •.

«,»:

i: subject to

I(G;'j'(Wj)DLi'(S~~))F;'(Wj)_ Ni'j~(S(Wj)))Wi'j'(Wj)1 ,,;:; h;
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J - 1, ... , n ,

1
(12)

J - 1, ... , I

for i' = 1, ... , m, Similar to the S1S0 case, this optimization problem can be
solved within any accuracy desired using linear programming techniques. The
details of the linear programming problem are not presented here as they are
quite technical though straightforward to derive.
The second subproblem (11) can be tackled similarly to the first (10). In fact,
both subproblems are equivalent and can be recast into each other by interchanging the roles of i' and j', One routine to solve one can also be applied to
the other.
A comment is needed on how to choose the constants F;,(wj), F;'(Wj) and the
weight W(Wj)' It is proposed to set these iteratively to
F;,(wj)
W;'j'(Wj)

=
=

De~V(S(Wj)), F;,(Wj)

=

DI'{7<s(wj))

W;'j'(wj)IDI'T(s(wj))DI'{j.'(S(wj))1-1

where the superscript prev denotes the outcome of a previous iteration. It is
then proposed to solve the optimization problems (10) and (11) in turn. Again,
the idea is that these optimization problems (10) and (11) more and more
resemble the nonlinear problem (9).
The second step of the three-step procedure to arrive at an initial estimate
consists of mirroring all roots of the denominators DLi" i' = 1, ... , m, and
DRj', j' = 1, ... , n, into the region 'lit This is entirely similar to the SISO case,
for details one is referred to § 3. The model resulting from this step will be a
feasible solution to the nonlinear problem (9).
The third step consists of a final linear optimization of the numerator matrix
N(s), the denominator matrices DL(s) and DR(s) being fixedto the results of
the second step. Hence, subproblem (10) is solved with
DLi'(s(wj))
W;'j'(Wj)

= Dt~~d(S(w)), F;'(Wj) = D~7d(S(Wj))
= W;'j'(Wj) I Dt~~d(S(Wj))D~j~d(S(wj))l-l

Note that, in this case of fixed denominator matrices, the optimization problems
(10), (11) and (8) become identical. The model resulting from this third step
is expected to be a good initial estimate for the nonlinear optimization problem (9).
5.3. Implementation aspects
Analogously to the SISO case a proper scaling of (12) is obtained by
multiplying a constraint corresponding to i', j' and to, > 1 in the continuous
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time case with kj'(wj) given by
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fii'j' (Wj )

--

-max (ni'j'.du·+dRj')

Wj

A proper scaling of (9) is achieved by multiplying the constraint corresponding
to i', j' and »i> 1 in the continuous time case with f7-r(wj)'
In addition to this scaling, it is advisable to scale the frequency response data
Gi'j'(Wj) by means of multiplication with a constant scaling Si'j' such that each
transfer function is approximately of the same order of magnitude. This will
improve the conditioning of the linear and nonlinear programming problems.
The optimization problem itself remains identical if the weighting Wi'j'(Wj) is
adjusted accordingly by dividing it by the constant scaling Si'j" Afterwards, the
resulting numerators should be corrected by dividing each Ni'j'(!;) by Si'j"
Also in the multivariable case, it is possible to replace the parameter h~ in
(9) by a new parameter h oo•2 •
The computation of the partial derivatives of the constraints to the parameters is completely analogous to the SISO case and is not performed here.
6.

Example
For the simulation example consider the fifth order discrete time MIMO
system given by
G(z)

=[

z - 0·9

x[

0

0

Z2 - 0·5z

+ 0·8

0';Z2 - 0·2
-0'5z + 0·2z + 1

J-

0.1/
z

2

1

-

+

0·2z + 0.2J [z - 0·8
OAz - 0·3
0

0

z - 0·7

J-

1

from which noisy frequency response measurements G(Wj) have been taken at
50 frequencies logarithmically distributed between 10- 1.5 and 7T. At each
frequency, the noise was the sum of a real and imaginary part, and these parts
were realizations of independent gaussian stochastic processes with zero mean
and variance 0·1. The weighting was chosen to be equal to

The identification procedure was as follows. First SISO curve fitting has been
performed on the basis of each of the four frequency responses. An initial
estimate has been determined with the three-step procedure of § 3 with m' = 4.
The iteration started with d prev ( q) set to 1 and was stopped when the maximum
parameter change in both numerator and denominator was smaller than 0·05.
This never took more than ten iterations. In fact, the second and third step
appeared unnecessary as the resulting models were already stable. After this,
the nonlinear problem of § 2 was solved with p = 1. This has been done for
different model orders in order to select an appropriate model order. The
correct model orders could, in this case, be determined by looking at the Hankel
singular values. If the model order had been chosen too high, small Hankel
singular values occurred. The resulting estimated model orders were d ll = 2,
d 12 = 2, d 21 = 3, d 22 = 3.
Next, for these models a closer look was taken at the precise location of the
denominator roots. It appeared that the transfer functions Gll(z) and GI2( Z)
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had a pole at 0·94 in common. The transfer functions G21(Z) and G2).( z ) had a
complex pole pair 0·25 ± 0·86i in common. The transfer functions GIl(z) and
G21(Z) ap\?roximately Ahad a pole at 0·73 in common. Finally, the transfer
functions G 12(Z) and G 22(Z) approximately had a pole at 0·51 in common. This
resulted in the MIMO structure d u = I, d L2 = 1, d R1 = 1, d R2 = 1. The numerators were chosen to be fully parametrized, i.e. nil = 2, n12 = 2, n21 = 3, n22 = 3.
Next the multivariable curve fit problem was solved with the procedure
described in § 5. The initial estimate was determined with m' = 4 and Dl'.'ev(z)
and Dk'ev set to

Dl'.'ev(z)

= [z

-0°'94
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Dk'ev(z) = [z - 0·73

o

0

Z2 - 0·5z

+ 0·8021

J

0
J
z - 0·51

The maximum amplitudes of the weighted fit errors maxj I(Gi,j'(W) - Gi'j'(e iwj))
Wi'j'(Wj)J, i' = 1, 2, j' = 1,2, are, for the resulting initial model, given by
0,3158
[ 0·3491

0.3019J
0·3305

Finally, the nonlinear problem was solved with p = 1. The identified fifthorder MIMO model is given by

G(z) = Di:\z)N(z)DR1(Z)
DL ()
Z

=[
N(z) =

z - 0·91
0

Z2 -

0

0·49z

J

+ 0·78 '

0·070Z2 + 0·086z - 0·25
[ -0·007z 3 - 0-46z2 + O·lIz + 1·1

DR(z) -_ [z -00'77

0
J
z - 0·61

0·lIz 2
-0·015z 3

- 0·22z + 0·24
J
+ 1·0z2 + 0'51z - 0·25

In the Figure an amplitude Bode diagram is presented of the frequency
dependent weighted fit error for the optimal model. From this plot it is very
clear that the optimization objective has been to minimize the maximum
amplitude over all frequencies and for all transfer functions. The maximum
amplitudes of the weighted fit errors maxj !(Gi'j'(Wj) - Gi'j'(eiwj))~'j'(Wj)l,
i' = 1, 2, j' = 1,2, are for this optimal model given by
0,2713
[ 0·2713
7.

0.2709J
0·2709

Conclusions
A procedure has been developed to fit a discrete or continuous time rational
transfer function to a set of frequency response data minimizing a weighted
loo-criterion. The procedure consists of two steps. First, an initial estimate is
calculated using linear programming techniques. Then the optimal model is
estimated by solving a smooth nonlinear constrained optimization problem. An
important feature of the present curve fit procedure is that the resulting nominal
model has its poles in a user-defined region in the complex plane. It is, for
example, straightforward to restrict the model set to the set of stable models.
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The consequence of this then is that the resulting curve fit model will always be
stable. The procedure works for SISO as well as MIMO systems. The example
in the previous section showed the applicability of the proposed curve fit
procedure. The weighting W(Wj) can be tuned in order to shape the model error
as a function of frequency.
The curve fit procedure can be used to construct a parametric model from
frequency response measurements taken from some system. However, this is not
the only application that one may think of. Because of the close connection of
the too-norm and the H oo·norm the curve fit procedure may, for example, also
be applied to perform model reduction in the H oo-norm. Moreover, it can also
be used to perform a transformation from discrete to continuous time or vice
versa in a weighted H oo·optimal way. Note that also in the MIMO case, the
norm used in the curve fit problem (8) is closely related to the H oo·norm as, for
any m x n matrix A, the following bound can easily be established
maxlAijl ~ IIAlb
I,J

=

ornax(A) ~

Vmn max IAijl
I,]

The only problem that remains is the intersample behaviour of the curve fit
model. As only a finite number of frequencies is used in the curve fit criterion
function, the model may theoretically be arbitrarily bad between two subsequent
frequencies. In Hakvoort (1992) some conditions are given which guarantee that
the intersample behaviour is not arbitrarily bad, but bounded. In practice, it is
often a matter of taking enough frequencies compared with the curve fit model
order, and afterwards checking if the frequency response of the estimated model
is satisfactory for all frequencies.
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